Tool Management System
Introducing

InfoDot
InfoDotTM… the keeper
of information

TM

Labeling Technology

Now every tool in the tool crib can be identified and tracked
using barcodes. InfoDotTM industrialized labels, in a small
package as little as 3/16” diameter, will house the information
needed to identify your small and large tools that could not
be possible with conventional barcode labels.

TraxFastTM TMS will provide the software solution to track the status of your tools from the tool crib to
outside repair, maintenance, production or even as a loaner to a customer. No longer will expensive
or production dependent tooling be lost causing shortages and work schedule slippage.
TraxFastTM TMS can assist you in assembling common use tool kits that
can be stocked and issued for those jobs or employees demanding the
same kit. These kits can be returned and put back to stock or dismantled
giving each tool its own stocking location. Either way, each tool’s inventory
balance is maintained by location whether it be in a kit, stocked individually
or out on the floor. Various discrepancy and past due reports will quickly
identify any kits missing or returned without one or more of the tools.
TraxFastTM TMS is a windows based system that utilizes a variety of data
collection equipment, both fixed and portable. Our PC and PDA offerings
include attachable devices such as cameras for capturing and attaching
digital images to the tool’s informational and accessible records. Various
barcode and RFID scanners will allow you to label your tools using any of the
many barcoding and radio tagging methodologies. GPS receiver attachments
can track locations of those tools being used outside your facility.
Any way you look at it, the flexible TraxFastTM TMS system can meet your
many demands in managing your tool inventories by providing increased accuracy yet reducing time
resulting in huge savings for your business. The TraxFastTM TMS Starter Kit provides the equipment,
labels, software and easy to follow instructions to get quick results in controlling your tooling assets.
For quotations your TraxFastTM TMS distributor can provide you with the right combination of
equipment, accessories and barcode media that will protect your investment in technology as well as
your bottom line. Call eTeklogics today for the distributor nearest you.

eTeklogics
www.eteklogics.com

7537 Mentor Avenue Cleveland, Ohio 44060
th
7400 W.14 Avenue Denver, Colorado 80214

Tel: 800.452.5251
Fax: 440.975.0876
Inquiries: sales@eteklogics.com

Stop losing tools and start finding them with
TraxFast TM TMS
Call us for a Demonstration Today!
SPECIAL FEATURES
Labeling:
Use InfoDotTM labels and other
combinations of barcode
symbolgies. TraxFastTM TMS
can print your labels or you can
purchase the InfoDotTM or
custom preprinted labels
directly from eTeklogics.

FEATURE
Identity Management

Identification and tagging of tools is
performed by scanning barcodes for
quick simple data entry.

Kit Management

A TraxFastTM TMS entry screen
accepts a single scan of each tool kit
and tool to quickly identify the
relationship of the tools to the kit.

Tool Movement
Interfacing:
Data Transfer between systems
can easily be performed with
TraxFastTM TMS using its
Import/Export utilities.
Recording Technologies:
The use of barcodes is the
most common media but
TraxFastTM TMS supports other
technologies to capture
information. Handwriting
capture, radio tagging (RFID),
digital imaging and/or GPS
mapping are also supported.

Tools and kits moving from one
controlled location to another such as
departments, work centers, machines
or other stocking locations are
recorded with just a simple scan.

Maintenance Schedules

Those tools requiring calibration,
sharpening or just general review on a
prescheduled basis can be easily
inserted into a scheduler and reported
using the TraxFastTM TMS Scheduling
system.

Check-in/Check-out

Tools leaving the premises for repair,
maintenance, training, etc. can be
approved and tracked for return by
specifying a return time period. Tardy
reports are available.

Implementation Services:
The seven-step startup
procedure described in the
TraxFastTM TMS user manual is Security
easy to follow. eTeklogics or
an authorized reseller can
assist you in Project
Management, Procedure
Minimum Requirements
Design, Training, Network
Installation and even the initial
tagging of the tools. Please call
us today for a quotation.
Customer Support:
Thirty day window of support
after installation of TraxFastTM
TMS gets you a hot line to our
help desk. Extended Service
agreements are available.

DESCRIPTION

eTeklogics Locations:
Cleveland, Ohio
Denver, Colorado
Tel: 800.452.5251
Fax: 440.975.0876
Email: sales@eteklogics.com
Web: www.eteklogics.com

All TraxFastTM TMS functions require
the scanning of the employee’s badge
prior to their execution.
* Pentium processor or equivalent
* Windows 9x, Me, NT, 2000, or XP
* 64MB RAM
* 30MB available hard disk space
* 256 color monitor capable of 800x600
resolution
* CD-ROM drive
* Microsoft Access 2000 or newer
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